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The genetics of floral development
differentiating two species of Mimulus

(Scrophulariaceae)
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Investigation of the developmental processes responsible for the evolution of the small-flowered,
highly selfing Mimulus micranthus from its large-flowered, mixed-mating progenitor M guttatus,
revealed M. micranthus to have both a shorter duration and a higher rate of bud development. Hence
flowers of M. micranthus can be considered as progenetic forms of M. guttatus. Genetic analysis of
F1, F2 and backcross generations derived from the cross M. micranthus X M. guttatus provided no
evidence for major gene control of development processes responsible for differentiating the two
taxa. Furthermore, F2 segregation patterns suggest that duration and rate of development may be
genetically independent of one another. Hence, the evolution of small-flowered selfing taxa in
Mimulus may reflect selection for rapid development.
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Introduction

Changes in relative rates and timing of developmental
processes among ancestral and derived species (i.e.
heterochrony sensu de Beer, 1930, cited in Gould,
1988), have frequently been invoked as important
developmental mechanisms accounting for the evolu-
tion of complex morphologies (Gould, 1977, 1988).
The underlying appeal of using a developmental
approach to understanding complex changes in
morphology is that the evolution of morphology may
be associated with relatively simple changes in rates
and timing of development. The potential for hetero-
chrony to play an important role in plants at both the
macroevolutionary and microevolutionary scale has
been recognized (Takhtajan, 1976; Guerrant, 1988;
Diggle, 1992). In particular, the evolution of small-
flowered, autogamous species or cleistogamous flowers
has been shown to be associated with reduced rates or
durations of floral development (Lord & Hill, 1987;
Guerrant, 1988; Hill etal., 1992).
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Darwin's (1859) conclusion that evolution is a
gradual process is reflected in the neo-Darwinian view
that morphological differences of the kind that
distinguish species are an extension of the variation
found within and among populations (Fisher, 1958;
Wright, 1968, 1978; Charlesworth eta!., 1982). There-
fore a question of considerable interest is, do simple
changes in rates and timing of development associated
with the evolution of complex adaptations also reflect a
simple genetic basis due to major gene control
(Goldschmidt,1940; Eldredge & Gould, 1972;
Gottlieb, 1984, 1985; Coyne & Lande, 1985; Orr and
Coyne, 1992)? Alternatively, do the relatively discon-
tinuous character states induced by such changes
reflect evolution at many loci?

Arguments for a simple genetic basis underlying
large morphological changes in plants have empha-
sized the less complex developmental processes of
plants compared to animals (Gottlieb, 1984). According
to this view genes affecting development have relatively
minor pleiotropic consequences and developmental
traits are considered relatively independent of one
another. Since the adult phenotype results from the
interaction of various developmental processes, the
degree to which these processes are genetically
independent of one another will determine the con-
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straints to character evolution (Lande & Arnold, 1983;
Slatkin, 1987).

Here we examine the genetic basis of differences
between floral growth parameters in two species of
Monkey Flower (Mimulus — Scrophulariaceae). Floral
architecture in these two species differs dramatically:
large-flowered M. guttatus DC has a high pollen-ovule
ratio and is herkogamous (large distance separating
stigmas and anthers), whereas small-flowered M.
micranthus Heller lacks herkogamy, is autogamous and
invests relatively little in floral display or pollen
production (Ritland & Ritland, 1989). These differ-
ences in flower size are associated with contrasting
mating systems in the two species. Outcrossing rates in
M. guttatus populations range from 0.6 to 0.9, while in
M. micra nthus populations they are much lower,
averaging 16 per cent (Ritland & Ritland, 1989).
Isozyme and cpDNA data presented in Fenster &
Ritland (1992) are also consistent with the patterns of
progenitor—derivative species-pairs outlined by
Gottlieb (1973, 1977, 1981) and suggest that M.
micra nthus is recently derived from M. guttatus. Mimu-
lus micranthus contains only a subset of the allelic var-
iation found within M. guttatus and for all loci the
presumed derivative M. micranthus is either fixed or
polymorphic for the most common alleles of M.
guttatus. In addition, some M. guttatus populations
have more cpDNA mutations in common with M.
micranthus than they do with other M. guttatus popula-
tions.

Taking advantage of the cross-compatibility of M
guttatus with M. micranthus, our goal was to evaluate
whether differences in the mating system associated
with flower size in Mimulus are due to differentiation
at many gene loci controlling floral develoment. Specif-
ically we address the following two questions. (1) Is the
duration and rate of bud elongation in large-flowered
M. guttatus different from that in small-flowered M
micranthus, and if so, is this difference controlled by
few or many genes? (2) Do the gene(s) affecting these
developmental parameters act independently?

Materials and methods

Study organisms

Mimulus guttatus and M. micranthu$ (Scrophularia-
ceae, section Simiolus) are annual, self-compatible
species found in moist, open habitats such as stream
edges and ephemeral poois in western N. America.
The large-flowered Mimulus guttatus has an extensive
distribution whereas the small-flowered M. micra nthus
is limited to the coast ranges of central California
(Munz & Keck, 1973). Seed families of M. guttatus

were collected from a particularly large-flowered
population at Pt. Reyes, Mann Co., California and
those of M. micranthus were collected from a popula-
tion near Bartlett Springs, Lake Co., California.

Crossing design and measurements

Reciprocalpollinations were conducted between emas-
culated plants of M. guttatus and M. micranthus. F1
progeny were verified using electrophoresis by detec-
tion of heterozygotes from parents fixed for alternative
alleles. F2 progeny were produced by crosses between
F1 individuals from different parents, thereby mini-
mizing the effect of inbreeding depression on the
expression of traits. Because crosses using M
micranthus as either a maternal parent or pollen donor
were difficult to make, the F1 was backcrossed only to
M. guttatus. Parental (N = 20, 22 for M. micranthus,
and M. guttatus, respectively), F1 (N=41), BC (N= 53)
and F2 (N = 140) generations were grown in a single
experiment under uniform conditions in order to mini-
mize the effects of environmental variation on floral
traits. Plants were grown in 5 cm pots, at 18°C (day-
time) and 14°C (night-time) under 18 h days.

One bud on each plant was marked by placing a spot
of acrylic paint on the subtending leaf. This bud was
measured daily with a calibrated wire (buds <5 mm) or
digital caliper (buds> 5 mm) until the corolla was fully
expanded and anthers had dehisced. Bud length was
measured as the distance from the receptacle to the
corolla tip. Duration of bud development is defined as
the number of days for a bud to elongate from the time
the organs first became large enough to measure (2
mm) to complete corolla expansion. Rate of bud
development was measured as the slope of the regres-
sion of log transformed bud length plotted against days
of growth. Only flower buds at the first five nodes on
the primary (main) inflorescence were considered. No
association of node position with either of the traits
was observed within the first five nodes (b —0.03,

= 0.464, P = 0.65; b = 0.0004, t33 = 0.453, P = 0.65,
regression of duration and rate on node number,
respectively).

Statisticalanalysis

The segregational variance observed in the F2 is
directly associated with the number of factors respon-
sible for differentiating the two parental taxa. The F2
variance has two components: variance associated with
the segregation of genes (at) and variance due to
environmental factors. Because the parental generation
and F1 are assumed to be genetically uniform, any
variance they exhibit may be assumed to be due to
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environmental effects. Sampling several genotypes
from each parental species may have introduced some
genetic variation into the parental and F1 generations.
However, the measured traits, duration and rate of bud
elongation of the two parental species, differed by
approximately nine and four standard deviations,
respectively (the square-root of the mean phenotypic
variance of the two parental species). Hence any
within-species genetic variation should be only a small
fraction of the variation differentiating the two taxa.
Polygenic inheritance will be associated with smaller a
compared with the case where single or few genes are
segregating during meiosis of the F1 generation.

From the means and variances of parental and segre-
gating generations the minimum number of factors
(gene loci) differentiating the two taxa was estimated
with a derivation of the procedure of Wright (1968)
and Lande (1981) with its correction (Cockerham,
1986). A model for the estimation of gene number
incorporating estimates of dominance based upon the
segregating generation (as opposed to the F1) was used
(Fenster & Ritland, 1994). Statistical gene counting
methods are dependent on the experimental design to
partition variance of the F2 due to the segregation of
loci in the F1 from purely environmental sources of
variation. Instead of simply extracting the F1 variance
or a weighted average of the parental and F1 variance
from the F7 to determine the segregation variance (c.f.
Lande, 1981) we used the method of Fenster &
Ritland (1994). This uses a fitted regression of the
squared deviations of individual observations from
their means on their means (P1, F1 and P2). The fitted
regression was then used to predict expected environ-
mental variance at the observed F2 and mean values.
Even if there is no dependence of variance upon the
mean, this procedure is most efficient at extracting
information about variance, but assumes linearity of
dependence of the variance upon the mean.

A joint scaling test (program written by J. Shore,
York University, Toronto, Ontario) was used to deter-
mine the relative contributions of additive and non-
additive gene action (Mather & Jinks, 1982). Lack of
backcrosses to the selfing species allowed us to test
only a subset of the genetic components. In addition,
the percentage of plants flowering and producing
fertile flowers among the parental and F2 generations
was measured to determine the presence of hybrid
breakdown and hence the action of epistasis.

Genetic correlations (equivalently, the proportion of
genetic factors in common between a pair of traits)
were estimated as the segregation covariance in the F2
(Humphreys & Nicholls, 1984) divided by the
geometric mean of the segregational variance of the
two traits.

We encountered two statistical problems in the
determination of the genetic basis of development rate.
First, the variance of rate was based on the variance of
the regressions of bud length on time. Because M.
guttatus has the longer duration of bud development
and M. micranthus the shorter, we had different
degrees of freedom associated with the regressions of
bud length on time for each of the generations. Thus,
we observed a spurious relationship between duration
of development and variance of rate, with the variance
increasing with decreasing duration of development.
Secondly, there is an inherent bias towards recovering
a negative correlation between rate (length 2—length 1)
(time) vs. duration (time). Almost all buds had at
least six days of measurements. By restricting our
measurement of rate to measuring bud elongation over
the first six days of measurement, we were able to
factor out the role of sampling variance in the
partitioning of environmental from segregational
sources of variation in rate of bud elongation. Using the
first six days of measurement also converted time to a
constant and removed the spurious relationship
between rate and duration.

Determination of statistical error

Formulae for the variances of estimates derived by
Taylor series approximations, such as those given for
gene number by Lande (1981) and for genetic correla-
tions by Falconer (1981), substantially underestimate
the actual variance (Zeng et a!., 1990). Error terms are
neglected, and in addition, the skewness of the error
distribution is approximated as symmetrical. To
include these additional features of error, we adopted
the bootstrap method (Efron & Gong, 1983) to
estimate error. In our study, we are interested in the
minimum estimate of gene number, thus the lower 5.0
percentile of the distribution of 1000 bootstrap
estimates provides our lower bound estimate. For the
genetic correlations we provide 95 per cent confidence
intervals based upon the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the
distribution of 1000 bootstrap estimates.

Results
Mimulus micra nthus has both a faster rate and a
shorter duration of bud growth compared to M
guttatus (Table 1 and Fig. 1). The distributions of the
two developmental parameters for each of the five
generations are presented in Figs 1—3. The F1 progeny
are approximately intermediate between either
parental species and there is little overlap of the F2 with
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Table 1 Means and variances of rate and duration of bud elongation for the five
generations of crosses involving Mimulus micra nthus and M. guttatus compared
under uniform growth chamber conditions

Generation

Mean and variance of duration
of bud development

(days to anthesis)

Mean and variance of rate of
bud development

(log(bud length/day))

M. micranthus 5.3 0.1965 0.1484 0.000285
M.guttatus 11.2 0.6159 0.1020 0.000044
F1 7.7 0.4351 0.1317 0.000111
BCtoM.guttatus 9.6 0.5320 0.1142 0.000154
F2 8.4 0.5729 0.1227 0.000127

either parental type. Based on comparisons of progeny
from reciprocal crosses, maternal effects were not
observed for either duration (t250.02, P>0.90) or
rate of bud elongation (t31 = 0.52, P>0.60). There is
significant dominance for rate (h = 0.65, t40 3.9,
P<0.001) and duration of bud elongation (h = 0.41,

= 5.1, P <0.001) with M. micranthus loci dominant
over M. guttatus [h =(F1 —P1)/(P1 —P2) and is equal to
0.50 for the case of no dominance]. The loci differen-
tiating M. micranthus from M. guttatus are, nonethe-
less, mostly additive in effect. Dominance is 30 per
cent of its maximum possible value, (h —0.5)/0.5, for
bud elongation rate and 20 per cent of its maximum for
duration of bud elongation.

The number of segregating factors differentiating M.
micranthus from M. guttatus is 8.5 (lower bound of 95
per cent confidence interval = 3.2) and 10.3 (lower
bound of 95 per cent confidence interval 4.6) for
growth rate and duration of bud development, respect-
ively. There was no significant increase in the variance
from the F1 to the F2 generations for either rate
(F40,139=1.147, P>0.25) or duration (F40 139=
1.317, P>0.10) of bud development.

The joint scaling test revealed significant deviations
from an additive-dominance model for both rate
(X=nl2.7, P<0.005) and duration (x=2i.°
P < 0.001) of bud development, implying that epistatic
interactions among the loci influence the two develop-
mental parameters. The interactions that we could
detect demonstrated that the contribution of epistatic
interactions was small, being either less than or equal in
magnitude to dominance effects. In addition, little
difference in the percentage of plants flowering and
producing fertile flowers among the parental
(mean= 90 per cent) and F2 generations (mean 87
per cent) was observed.

The genetic correlation of duration with rate of bud
development was small, 0.16. However, the confidence
intervals around our estimate were large,
—0.91 0.87.

________________ J
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Day number
Fig. 1 The relationship between bud length (log scale) and
days of growth for Mimulus micra nthus, M. guttatus, and
their F1s and F2s.
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Discussion

Genetic analysis of mature flower size among species
of Mimulus indicates that the differences observed
result from differences at many loci (Macnair &
Cumbes, 1989; Fenster & Ritland, 1994). Studies pre-
sented here suggest that two developmental parameters
which affect mature flower size, namely rate and
duration of bud development, are also inherited in a
quantitative fashion. No evidence was obtained to
indicate that major genes (sensu Gottlieb, 1984, 1985)
control heterochronic developmental processes in
Mimulus species. The evolution of small flower size in
M micra nthus is associated with both a shorter
duration of floral development and more rapid floral
growth. However, these characters show little genetic

correlation with one another which suggests that both
characters evolved independently of one another.

Few previous studies have investigated the genetic
basis of divergence in reproductive traits expressed
early in development. Goodwin (1944) observed that
many loci differentiated races of Solidago sempervirens
differing in time of appearance of floral bud primordia
and duration of bud development, two characters
which determined flowering time across a north-south
latitudinal transect. Differences among species of
Nicotiana in corolla size and shape are polygenic (East,
1916) and Smith (1950) concluded that the ratio of
corolla limb and tube length in the bud and the relative
rate of elongation of these two characters are also
under polygenic control in this genus. In contrast,
Sinnott (1935, 1936) and Kaiser (1935) observed that
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Fig. 2 Distribution of duration of
floral elongation among Mimulus
guttatus and M. micra nthus, and the F1,
BC, and F2 generations. Means are
designated by arrows. N indicates the
number of flowers measured.
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generations. Means are designated by arrows. N indicates the
number of flowers measured. Note that the parental genera-
tions, M. guttatus and M. micranthus, are plotted on different
scales.

few genes of major effect (also controlling relative
growth rates) were responsible for large shape differ-
ences between fruits of domesticated lines of
Cucurbita and Capsicum. More recently, Doebley &
Stec (1991, 1993) provided evidence that key morpho-
logical traits differentiating maize and teosinte were
influenced by specific regions of the chromosomes,
suggesting the role of major genes as well as many
modifier genes. However, differentiation among the
domesticated lines of Curcurbita, Capsicum and maize
may represent the action of strong artificial selection or
selection of single gene mutants resulting in the fixation
of genes of major effect (Lande, 1983). Although

Gottlieb (1984) cited a number of examples of
morphological differences among species that are
controlled by one or two genetic factors, differences in
floral morphology associated with mating-system
variation are frequently due to genetic differences at
many loci (e.g., Shore & Barrett, 1990; Holtsford &
Ellstrand, 1992; but see Marshall & Abbott, 1982).

We observed incomplete dominance for the alleles
contributed by the small-flowered, autogamous M.
micranthus. Incomplete dominance is observed for
many quantitative traits (Falconer, 1981) and is further
evidence against the role of major gene control in trait
differentiation (Kacser & Burns, 1981). Intermediate
F1 values suggest that selection on variation maintained
in M guttatus populations is responsible for the trait

0.20 differences between the two taxa (Charlesworth, 1992).
We estimated that the numbers of genetic factors

differentiating M. guttatus from M. micranthus for
growth rate and bud development were 8.5 and 10.3
factors, respectively. Although the number of segrega-
ting factors calculated by Wright's (1968) and Lande's
(1981) procedure and our derivative method (Fenster
& Ritland, 1994) is not precise, the methods do
provide a minimum estimate of the number of factors
differentiating the two species. The estimate obtained
often does not exceed the number of chromosomal
segments segregating in one generation (n 14 for M.
guttatus, Vickery, 1978; Zeng et al., 1990). Variation
of allelic effects will also decrease the estimate of the
number of genetic factors, and nonadditive gene effects
may either increase or decrease the estimate of gene
differences (Mather & Jinks, 1982), but should be
small compared to the effects of linkage (Zeng et al.,
1990).

The nonsignificant increase in variation from the F1
to the F2 generation for the two developmental para-
meters supports the conclusion that the number of
factors differentiating the two species is relatively large.
The lack of increase implies that the segregation
variance is essentially zero compared to the environ-
mental variance and that the number of genetic factors
differentiating the two taxa is large. This result would
not occur if there were major genes controlling floral
development in the two species. Note that larger
sample sizes would not have led to an increase in the
segregation variance, and hence a smaller estimate of
the number of factors differentiating the two species.
The differences between the F1 and F2 variances were
so small that even increasing the F2 sample size to
infinity would not have resulted in a significant F ratio.
The relatively large variation observed for the two
developmental traits in the parental and F1 generations
also underscores the large contribution made by
environmental effects to these traits.
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The observation of little correlation between the two
developmental parameters is robust to the expectation
of observing a spurious correlation due to linkage dis-
equilibrium. This should be high in a cross between
two species with the assumption that all genes differen-
tiating the species are fixed for opposite alleles. Thus,
the negative association of duration and rate of bud
elongation across the two parental species (short
duration and high rate in M. micranthus and long
duration and slower rate in M. guttatus) could have
generated a negative genetic correlation in the segre-
gating F2 which could have mistakenly been identified
as pleiotropic gene action. Little correlation between
the two developmental traits has two consequences.
First, it suggests that small flowers may result from
changes in either developmental parameter. This is in
accord with most models of heterochrony which
include rate and duration of development as independ-
ent variables (Gould, 1977) and morphological change
as the result of independent evolution of these two
variables. Secondly, little correlation implies that
different loci are responsible for the differentiation of
the two traits across the two species. This result re-
emphasizes that the differentiation of flower size
between the two species is due to many loci but must
be interpreted with caution because of the imprecision
of the estimates.

An understanding of the developmental basis of
flower size differences in Mimulus may provide infor-
mation on the evolutionary mechanisms responsible
for the evolution of selfing. Gould (1977) has
suggested that truncation of ontogeny may be asso-
ciated with strong selection for rapid maturation. If
genes affecting duration of bud development have little
pleiotropic effects on rate of bud development, or vice
versa, then the present developmental processes
responsible for smaller flower size in M. micranthus
may be due to selection favouring both shorter dura-
tion and more rapid rate of bud development (Fig. 1).
Rapid floral development may be favoured in ecologi-
cally or geographically marginal environments
(Guerrant, 1988), and by bet-hedging in variable envi-
ronments (Ritland & Jam, 1984). Several days of pol-
linator visits are necessary before full seed-set is
ensured for a M. guttatus flower under native condi-
tions (Dudash & Ritland, 1991). In contrast, M.
micranthus stigmas are covered with pollen just prior
to or simultaneous with flower opening (personal
observation). Furthermore, under field and greenhouse
conditions M. micranthus flowers earlier than M.
guttatus (Fenster & Ritland, 1994). In total, these
results suggest that small flower size and self-fertiliza-
tion have evolved in M micranthus as a response to
selection for rapid development. Note that this does

not imply that the evolution of loss of herkogamy and
selfing in M. micranthus is simply a correlated response
to selection for rapid development and flower size.
Elsewhere (Carr & Fenster, 1994; Fenster & Ritland,
1994), we have demonstrated little genetic correlation
of stigma—anther separation distance with flower size
or date of first flower in Mimulus. In addition, Macnair
& Cumbes (1989) also failed to observe a correlation
between flowering time and vegetative development in
crosses between different Mimulus species. These
results suggest that the evolution of selfing may reflect
direct selection on mating system and that the evolu-
tion of selfing represents an additional evolutionary
mechanism of reducing the life cycle. However, the
evolution of small, autogamous flowers need not reflect
a decreased duration of development but may result
from a decreased rate of ontogeny, e.g. Arenaria (Hill et
a!., 1992). Rather than reflecting selection for rapid
development, selfing in this group may have evolved in
response to competition for pollinators (Wyatt, 1988).

The advantage of determining the genetic basis of
trait differentiation by interspecific crosses is that it
provides a direct estimate of the minimum number of
genes without having to extrapolate from within-
species studies. For example, developmental mutants
of large and epistatic effect are sometimes observed by
developmental biologists and have been elegantly used
to clarify processes of floral development (e.g.,
Schwarz-Sommer et a!., 1991). Other within-species
studies have revealed that single gene mutations are
responsible for changes in timing and rates of develop-
ment in nematodes (Ambros, 1988) and tomato floral
characters (Sawhney, 1992). It may be difficult, how-
ever, to extrapolate these findings to between-taxa
differences (Coyne & Lande, 1985) since genes of
major effect often have large negative pleiotropic con-
sequences, e.g., major genes may be involved in the
differentiation of maize from its teosinte ancestors but
maize, like many other domesticated species, is unable
to reproduce without extreme human manipulation of
the environment.

Major gene control of floral development, as dis-
cussed above, is more likely to be associated with
epistatic gene action. Thus lack of evidence for epista-
sis is also supportive of a polygenic differentiation
between M. micranthus and M. guttatus. The number
of factors differentiating the developmental patterns of
the two Mi,nulus species appears to be large. Hence
the proportion of the difference explained by any gene
is small and the likelihood of epistasis being important
is diminished (Wright, 1968). The small magnitude of
the epistatic effects from the joint scaling test and little
difference in plants flowering and producing fertile
flowers among the parental and F2 generations further
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suggest that epistatic contributions by genes having
large genetic background effects have probably not
been important to mating-system evolution in
Mimulus. Similar results have been observed by
Macnair & Cumbes (1989) in their study of the genetic
basis of species differences between the small-
flowered, self-fertilizing species Mimulus cupriphilus
and M. guttatus. The evolution of small flowers in M.
micra nthus has arisen through heterochrony via
shortening the duration of bud elongation. Although
this relatively simple change in developmental process
has resulted in major morphological differences
between species, the genetic basis underlying floral
evolution is not due to changes of a single major gene
but rather, reflects evolution at many loci.
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